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CF Industries Appoints Sr. Director of Internal Audit
COLORADO—January 2013. White Lake Partners is pleased to announce that its client, CF Industries, has
appointed Mary Ann Tourney as Sr. Director of Internal Audit.
Mary Ann will serve as a strategic business partner to the senior leadership team driving the compliance and control
agenda as well as provide insight to improve business process efficiency and effectiveness throughout the enterprise.
With close to 30 years of experience, Mary Ann has a diverse background having managed audit in a few different
organizations including GE, BorgWarner, Meridian Automotive and Talecris/Grifols Inc. She also has the unique
experience of having joined Talecris where she created the audit function from scratch, a company which later
experienced tremendous growth, a successful IPO and merged with another similar sized biotech company. Mary Ann
received her BS in Finance from Ball State University and her MBA in International Finance from Illinois State
University.
CF Industries, headquartered in Deerfield, IL, is a $6B global leader in fertilizer manufacturing. Publicly-held (NYSE:
CF), CF Industries has world-scale nitrogen and phosphate operations serving agricultural and industrial markets.
CF Industries employs more than 2,400 people in seven nitrogen fertilizer manufacturing complexes in the central
U.S. region and Canada, phosphate mining in central Florida and a network of fertilizer distribution terminals and
warehouses.
Founded in 1946 as a fertilizer brokerage operation by regional agricultural supply cooperatives, CF grew by
expanding distribution and diversifying into fertilizer manufacturing. In 2005, the IPO established CF Industries
Holdings as a public company. CF Industries’ nitrogen products include ammonia, granular urea, UAN solutions
and ammonium nitrate. The Company supplies approximately 20% of the nitrogen and 15% of the phosphate used
by U.S. farmers. In 2010, CF Industries acquired Terra Industries. With this acquisition, the Company is now a
world-class leader in the fertilizer industry and the premier nitrogen manufacturer in North America. CF Industries
has been recognized for its growth and financial performance. In 2012, CF Industries was ranked #1 on Barron’s 500
and #15 on IndustryWeek’s 50 Best U.S. Manufacturers.
About White Lake Partners
White Lake Partners is a retained search firm offering customized solutions for top-tier clients seeking talent at both
the executive and middle-management levels. Learn more about us at www.whitelakepartners.com.

